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BACKGROUND 

Purpose and Opportunity: 

Our purpose is to implement the first portion of the long planned Grand Junction Multi-Use Path on a prominent 
CRA owned property within the KSURP/MXD area that had also been the site of long planned CRA landscaping 
improvements. The opportunity for the Path is to provide momentum and show tangible progress required for 
the connection envisioned to stretch from the Charles River to the Community Path in Somerville. The 
opportunity for the landscaping improvements primarily at the corner of Main & Galileo is to create a gateway 
expressing the identity of Kendall Square, to improve the urban design and human comfort of that intersection, 
and to ensure CRA property is adding the greatest value possible to the neighborhood through strategic 
placemaking. 

2014 Progress: 

CRA had worked through 2014 with FST to develop a design for both the Path and basic landscaping at the 
corner of Main & Galileo. Several iterations were explored; Consultation with the City of Cambridge Community 
Development Department was integrated on a monthly basis through a Grand Junction Working Group created 
to keep the momentum moving forward on the entire path. FST found soil contamination in one small area of the 
project site that had to be further explored, delaying the project by several months. Soil investigations found a 
very limited zone of contamination that has been reported to DEP and will be cleaned and properly disposed of 
as part of the construction process. Due to comments from some members of the City’s Open Space 
committee, and with the understanding that the landscaping treatments would be temporary in nature, the 
committee initially recommended temporarily retaining the existing gazebo. Late in 2014 it became clear to CRA 
Board and Staff that retaining the gazebo was not a feasible or desirable option. 

CURRENT STATUS 

Larger Picture 

Several items have coalesced in early 2015 to inform a different approach. The Connect Kendall Square Design 
Competition will be presenting designs and coming to a close by March with direct design concepts for this CRA 
parcel. The CRA is working on a major amendment to the Kendall Square Urban Renewal Plan (KSURP) which 
will allow 1 million additional square feet (per the K2 Plan) to be constructed in the MXD area. Whitehead is also 
pursuing a zoning petition to build an extension onto their building, which would impact the existing plaza across 
the street from the corner of Main & Galileo. When viewed together, all of these events require us to step back 
and look more holistically at the broader system of interstitial open spaces and parks that are woven throughout 
the MXD.  

Separating the Landscaping and Multi-Use Path 

As the CRA seeks to dive deeper into open space design throughout the MXD with potentially more thoughtful, 
intensive and coordinated landscaping interventions especially on CRA property, we acknowledge the need to 
separate the timing of the landscaping at Main & Galileo from the Path project. The Path is particularly time 
sensitive, it is a standard design that has consensus among all stakeholders, is unaffected by future 
landscaping, and can be completed quickly with a grant from MIT to the CRA that was negotiated previously.  
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MOVING FORWARD 

2015 Design and Construction Plan 

The CRA seeks to complete the Multi-Use Path as previously designed by FST in the 2015 construction season. 
Acknowledging that the landscaping intervention at the corner of Main and Galileo needs further consideration 
as part of a larger MXD-wide open space coordination and design effort, Staff proposes that the landscape and 
structures at that corner be cleared and planted with simple trees, shrubs and grass for temporary aesthetic 
purposes until the CRA can engage with a Landscape Architect. This would likely happen after the conclusion of 
the Connect Kendall Competition and in conjunction with the future square footage envisioned in the MXD 
zoning amendment and the KSURP update. In a recent consultation with the City it was suggested that a piece 
of pubic art may provide visual interest until a more permanent landscaping improvement is made. We could 
explore this separately from the Path construction. 

FST Contract 

An amendment is needed to the FST contract to complete the remaining design work, and provide engineering 
oversight for construction and for hazardous materials cleanup. Remaining design work is anticipated to include 
the changes to simplify the landscaping discussed previously in this memo, and response to additional 
anticipated City feedback regarding traffic engineering and design issues. 

City MOU 

It is intended that the CRA will be entering into an MOU with the City of Cambridge DPW to function as the 
Project Manager for construction oversight, as that is not currently a CRA capability. 


